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First Honor
Degree Goes
To Dr. Bone
Illinois State University
will award its first honorary
degree, a doctor of laws, to
the man who helped to shape
the destiny of ISU, former
President Robert G. Bone.
The award will be made
during the 109th annual com-

Robert G. Bone
mencement beginning at 10
a.m. on Saturday, June 8, in
Horton Field House.
Illinois State was granted
approval by the Board of Regents at its April meeting to
begin
awarding
honorary
degrees.
Mr. Bone, who served as
president of Illinois State from
1956 until last Sept. 1 when
he retired, will have his honorary degree conferred ·upon
him by President Samuel E.
Braden.

Dean of Faculties Richard
R. Bond will present Mr. Bone

for the degree. Dean James
L. Fisher will escort him to
the podium for the ceremony.
The former president was
selected because of his many
contributions to the university
in charting its course through
a decade of growth and program expansion. It was under President Bone's leadership that ISU grew from
about 3,200 students when
he came to the 11,070 who registered this past year. During that same period, ISU expanded from an academic
program in which all graduates were qualified to teach,
to its present multi-purpose
status with four colleges and
degree programs from the
bachelor's through the earned doctorate.
Mr. Bone is now a parttime
consultant for the Ford Foundation and continues to make
his home in Normal at 2 Clinton Place.
The
honorary
doctorate
will be the highlight of the commencement ceremony. A total of more than 1,050 students
will receive bachelor's degrees,
with 101 to be candidates for
master's and nine for the earned doctorate.
Mrs. Thomas Masters of
Springfield will represent the
Board of Regents at the ceremony, and will authorize the
conferring of degrees.

ii

Experimental Learning Center Set
Wilkins Residence Hall, site of Illinois State's
first experimental learning center to begin next
fall , is the backdrop for these men participating
in the planning. From left, they are hall director
Kenneth 0 . Marvin, Associate Dean of Faculties

This information and other
data about the faculty this
year are contained in a report
compiled by Arthur H. Larsen,
coordinator of evaluative services.
It would be inappropriate
and, in fact, impossible to attempt a profile of the "average" faculty member at Illinois State, since each person
has a specialized place in the
academic structure. However, the percentages and
m edian figures included in
Larsen's study do provide an
interesting overall look at the

faculty.
For example, the median
age of men faculty members
is 36 and for women, 40. A total of 437 of the 853 on campus have been with ISU since
1965, while another 202 have
been here for seven years or
less. This means that threefourths of the faculty were
appointed since 1960. Mr. Larsen points, out, however, that
it should be remembered ISU
has grown significantly since
1960, from 4,469 to 8,643 students in 1965 and 11,072 this
past fall.
A total of 309, or 36.2 per
cent of the faculty hold the
earned doctorate, while 1.2
per cent (10) have some type
of sixth year degree, 53.8 per
cent (459) the master's, and
8.4 per cent (72) bachelor's de-

Theodore Sands, Richard Higgins, acting chairman of hall committee, Dallas Bailey, director
of men's residence halls, and Paul Baker, who
will be faculty member in residence. For details, see story 011 page 3.

ISU Art Work. Sought
A project designed to create a unique collection of prints
and drawings based upon the
past and present history of
Illinois State University has
been announced by James
L. Fisher, university vice president and executive assistant
to President Samuel E. Braden.

Study Shows Faculty Young
In Age, Length of Service
The median age of faculty
m embers at Illinois State University is 37 years, while more
than half of the faculty have
been at ISU for. only two years
or less.

~--

grees. Highest degrees earned
by the 853 faculty members
were granted by 138 institutions
in 39 states and four foreign
countries. Leading the list
are the University of Illinois
with 116 and ISU with 111.
On rankings, 135 faculty
members are professors, 126
associate professors, 272 assistant professors and 240
instructors.
Seven
faculty
members rank as lecturers,
67 as faculty assistants, and
six as executive assistants,
a category for some non-teaching administrative personnel.
Median age of professors
is 53, of associate professors
40, of assistant professors
also 40, and of instructors,
the median is 29.

Drawings and prints which
are selected will be purchased
for S50 each and will become
a part of the president's permanent art collection.
The university will be given full reproduction rights
for the art work and will publish in the near future a portfolio of prints which will be
made available on a nationwide basis. Proceeds from
the sale of this portfolio will
be used to purchase works
of art for the ISU campus.
Prints and drawings may
be submitted to a jury of selection by students, faculty,
alumni, and friends of the university on specified dates,
the first two of which are July
1 and Aug. 15 of this year. All
entries must be submitted
to F. Louis Hoover, head of
ISU's department of art and
coordinator of the Braden
Art Project. They may be de-

livered or mailed to his office
in Centennial Building West,
room 203.
The major purpose of the
collection is to show some of
the major historical and contemporary landmarks of the
University, according to Mr.
Hoover. He added that the
drawings may be based on
either interior or exterior views
of the campus.
To assist in the inspiration
for these drawings and to introduce the project, a selection of old and recent photographs is being placed on display in the new wing of Hovey
Hall, the University Union,
and in the west wing of the
Centennial Building of Fine
Arts. Mr. Hoover stressed
that in the final analysis the
artistic quality of the work
of art as well as the illustrative content will be the determining criteria.

Gem Show To Attract
Thousands ~. T o Campus
The event that will bring
the largest singl~ group ·of
visitors to Illinois State University this summer will be
the 1968 National Gem and
Mineral Exposition Aug. 2225.
The complete facilities of
Horton Field House will be
the site of the exhibits.

Local interest will center
around the first complete display of the mineral collection
of Lafayette Funk of Shirley.
The gold work of Bart Mann
and lectures by Mr. Mann and
Paul Desaultels of the Smithsonian are other program
highlights.
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Graduate Dean Predicts
Exciting Decade Ahead
Twenty-five
years
later Should the University develop
the University offers M.A., post-master' programs short
M .S. as well as M.S. in Ed. de- of the doctorate-or new and
grees in some 31 fields and different doctorates with less
the doctorate in three. Under of the traditional emphasis
a new Board of Regents and on research?
a Master Plan from the Illinois Board of Higher EducaThese are some of the question, ISU's role in advanced tions which confront the Unigraduate work has become versity as it undertakes a longa vital part of the pattern for range academic plan for the
higher education in Illinois. decade ahead. Fortunately
In addition to doctoral pro- some of the questions deal
grams the last few years have more with form than content.
brought masters' programs We know what the conditions
What's in the future for the in history, French, chemis- for advanced graduate work
Graduate School at Illinois try, physics, economics, so- must be, regardless of the
State University? Sometimes ciology, political science and labels or forms it takes. A propit is instructive to look back- psychology, along with ex- erly trained and experienced
ward, for the way ahead will panded work in profession- faculty must be acquired,
be indicated somewhat by al education. In many depart- the library must have the necesthe trends discernible in our ments the slow and steady sary resources, the Univerpast.
building of faculty, library sity must find ways to provide
holdings and equipment to- financial support for equipTwenty-five years ago, when ward doctoral strength is unment and for teaching in small
graduate work was first pro- derway.
groups where the professorposed at ISU, many people
Thus, in many ways the "big student exchange can develop
viewed the idea with doubts leap forward" of the next 25
scholarly potential to the utor, at the most, well-temper- years does not seem as fored enthusiasm. The Teach- midable as the giant stride most.
ers College Board's debate we have taken in the last 25,
In these important matters Ed Niemi is seen at work on his bronze statue of St. Isadore for St.
on the subject finally resolved from a single purpose program
in a decision that the colleges for public school teachers our departments are pro- Joseph's Church at Colfax. Since completion of the figure, he also
might prepare proposals for to broad graduate offerings gressing day by day. History has executed a number of altar pieces in silver and bronze for the
and geography now have doc- same church.
a five year curriculum tor in many fields.
toral proposals before our
teachers, presenting the usual
Stlll,year by year, hard choices Board of Regents. Speech
four years and "what remains
for a fifth year." The remains lie ahead for the University. will present a doctoral prowere to lead to an M .S. in Ed. Whatfields are most in demand? gram for approval in the near
What departments will be future. English too, is prepardegree.
ready for doctoral work this ing an advanced program,
Ed Niemi, associate pro-· year. The most recent set of
A year later, in the summer year, next year, and the year as are mathematics and psy- fessor of art who has done a these bowls was presented
of 1944, graduate work began after that? How will gradu- chology. Their labors are long number of notable metalwork to this year's retirees early
ina few fields atISU. The gradu·• ate development mesh with and exacting-there are no and statuary pieces for vari- in May.
ate courses had each been undergraduate development? "90 day wonders" in gradu- ous churches, is busy on a set
A figure of Christ and a child
approved by the Teachers Are there significant areas ate work. The next decade of altar pieces for a novitiate· was produced by Mr. Niemi
College Board; the graduate where the University can make will be exciting, demanding, in Toronto, Canada, and ex- for a cemetery in Pontiac.
!~~:.llty all had doctorates; contributions of a unique char- costly and satisfying, because pects to work through the sum- It is of bronze and, with its granthe students had been care- acter? What special roles of we are continuing to build mer on that commission. The ite base, stands 12 feet high.
fully selected; the goals were research and service should in a university with a proud pieces will include the mon- A picture of this work has apcarefully limited.
the University undertake? tradition.
strance, incense boat and cen- peared on the cover of a n ational trade magazine for cemeser .
Mr. Niemi also is complet- tery managers.
Some time ago, Mr. Niemi
ing a cemetery memorial marker, commissioned by a pri- did a bronze statue of St. Isavate individual. It is a bronze dore for St. Joseph's Church
in Colfax. Since completion
cross about six feet high.
He has been working on a of that figure, he has also done
series of ,commissions over a number of altar pieces for
the past few years. One which the same church. These were
he recently completed was executed in silver and bronze.
Among earlier works for
a chalice for the Peoria diocese retreat house at Henry. which he has won attention
The chalice is made of silver are 14 units in steel and bronze
and is an example of the sil- for Stations of the Cross in
versmithing for which Mr. Blessed Sacrament Church
Niemi is widely known. '
at Morton, a larger-than-lifeAspartofhiswork, Mr. Niemi size sculpture of St. Martin
m akes silver bowls to be pre- de Porres in steel, copper and
sented to members of the ISU bronze for the same church,
faculty who are retiring each a seven-foot statue of St. P ain copper for St. Patrick's
Daniel Recognized trick
Church in Elmwood a nd a
and copper fountain for
For Genetics Work bronze
William Daniel, assistant Algoma East Apartments in
Madison, Wis.
professor of genetics in the
He also has held a number
Department of Biological
of shows of his jewelry, silverGraduate School Dean Arlan C. Helgeson, right,
Sciences at Illinois State Uni- smithing a nd small sculpture.
fessor of special education. Mr. Helgeson, a
versity, participated in an
signs receipts for a number of graduate remember of the ISU faculty since 1951, was
search and study grants in special education
Institute on Mental Retardaappointed as dean of the Graduate School in
during a conference with Dean S. Hage, protion in Springfield in May.
1962.
The institute was sponsored
by Gov. Otto Kerner's InterIllinois State University
departmental Committee on
Mental Retardation. Mr. DanVol. 2, No. 9
June, 1968
iel discussed "Genetic RePublished by Illinois State
Robert C. Duty, "The Evaluation articles in April issue of the Revista Race Question," Alabama Review.
University, Normal, Il linois
search in Bio-Chemical Disof Gradient-Loaded Preparative Gas Hispanica Moderna journal; "The Mr. Simms also authored five ar- orders" and "Genetic Coun61761 . Issued monthly, except
Chromatographic Columns," in Jour- Miranda Case; Was It Needed?" by ticles during the past year that have seling" and was a guest at the
for January, July and August,
nal of Gas Chromatography; Miss Gerald L. Hallworth, in current issue appeared in professional journals governor's mental health lunchby the News and Publications
Alice M. Eikenberry, "A Creative of the Rocky Mountain Social Sci- including the Virginia Magazine of
Service,
Information and ReApproach to the Social Studies," ence Journal. A s imilar article by History and Biography, Mississippi eon.
search Services, James L.
Mr.
Daniel
also
has
been
April issue of Illinois Education; Mr. Hallworth is to appear in a forth- Quarterly, Xavier University Studies;
Fisher, vice president and dean.
appointed as a consulta nt at
Frederick W. Fuess, co-author of coming issue of the ISU Alumni Louisiana History and Louisiana
CO-EDITORS:
article, "Photosynthetic Efficiency, Quarterly.
Studies. Robert N. Singer, principal the William W. Fox Children's
J. Russell Steele
Yields and Leaf Loss in Alfalfa,"
author of "Effects of Weight Reduc- Center at Dwight, a division
Richard T. Godfrey
Four
articles
by
L.
Moody
Simms
March-April issue of Crop Science;
tion on Selected Anthropometrical, of the state's Department of
STAFF:
Marjorie Cross, Roger
Stanley E. Grupp, "Work Release - Jr., "History as Inspiration: Philip Physical and Performance Measures
Mental Health. He will go to
Cushman, Jr., Robert PackThe Sheriff's Viewpoint," National Alexander Bruce and the Old South of Wrestlers," and "Effects of Food the Dwight center once each
wood, Irene Bates, Lynda MilSheriff magazine; John S. Hill, Mystique,"toappear in the McNeese Consumption of 200-yard Freestyle month to be available for conler.
Review;
"A
Horror
of
Hoops,"
South"Henry James: F. Scott Fitzgerald's
Swim .Performance," in Research
PHOTO SERVICE: Nelson R.
Literary Ancestor," Fitzgerald News- western Historical Quarterly; "Amer- Quarterly;Steven W. Vargo, "Speech sultation with staff members,
Smith
Mr. Daniel was graduated
letter; Joseph L. Laurenti, "La vide ican Intellectual History and the Intelligibility of Deaf Children," IlliSecond class postage paid at
del Buscon," and "Luis de Ben- Schools," in Social Studies; and nois Speech and Hearing Journal for with honors from Michigan
Normal, Ill. 61761
State Univer sity in 1964,
avente y sus entremeses," review "Edgar Gardner Murphy and the May.
EDITOR'S
NOTE:
This
review of the progress
of the ISU Graduate School
by Arlan C. Helgeson, graduate dean, tells of the history of graduate study at
the University, notes the
progress of the program
today, and poses important questions about the
future of this important
part of the total University program.

/SU Artist's Reputatio,i
In Metalwork Gro1vs

•
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Summer
Federal Institutes to Focus
On Technology, Dance, Geography
Three summer institutes,
supported by grants from the
U. S. Office of Education, will
make it possible for 84 high
school and elementary school
teachers to do advanced study
at Illinois State University.
Stipends for the living expenses of students and salaries
of visiting lecturers amount
to approximately $50,000 for
each program.
The grants were obtained
with the cooperation of the
University Foundation, which
coordinates applications for
support for University programs and activities.
Each participant will receive
a stipend of S75 a week plus
Sl5 a week for each dependent.
No tuition or fees are charged
by the University, although
each student is expected to pay
the cost of room and board,
instruction supplies, and travel
to and from the University.
Graduate credit is optional.

dimcer with the Jose Limon
Dance Company for 14 years
and now a lecturer at Julliard
School and Teachers College,
Columbia Univer s ity, and Chet
Milar, Los Angeles, a specialist in ethnic dance who
has performed in cinema, night
clubs, television and the legitimate stage as a dancer, choreographer, mime actor and
director.
Other !SU staff on the dance
institute faculty are Faith
Clark, creative dance specialist;
Sylvester Legner, composer
a nd arranger of music for
dance; Gwen Smith, specialist
in social forms of dance, and
Kirby Todd, specialist in American folk forms of dance.
Geography

An eight-week institute for
a dvanced study in geography
will be directed by James E.
Patterson, !SU professor of
geography.

It will enroll 30 private and
public secondary school teachers and supervisors, and as
the other institutes, will be
open to applicants from any
state.
Mr. Patters on said the institute is designed "to increase
substantive knowledge, understanding of geographical methodology, and to explore means
of articulating the advanced
work into field and classroom
instruction."
The guest faculty will include
Fred L. Foster, University
of Illinois specialist in field
techniques, and Robert Gardula, Ohio University AngloA!Jlerican speci~list .
.
!SU staff members assisting
with the geography institute
are John E. Trotter, depart-.
ment head and a specialist
in regional concepts and methodology, and David L. Wheeler,
a specialist in Latin America.

Technology

An eight-week program in
"Computer Graphics" will be
directed for the third consecutive summer by Joe Talkington, associate professor of industrial technology.
Twenty four teachers and
supervisors of high school
industrial education programs
will be accepted for the institute which will endeavor to
develop knowledge and skills
in the use of the digital computer in graphic communication.
Field trips are scheduled to
the Illinois Institute of Technology in Chicago, the McDon-·
nell-Douglas Aircraft Corporation in St. Louis, the Coordinated
Science Laboratory at the University of Illinois, Urbana, and
the General Electric P lant,
Bloomington.
Dance

An arts and humanities institute in dance for the American male will be directed by
Miriam Gray, professor of
health and physical education,
and will be open to 30 teachers
or supervisors of physical
education progr ams in high
schools or elementar y schools.
Two artists in r esidence
will head the instructional
staff. They are Lucas Hoving,
New York City, princ ipal

Research Assignments Made
To Seven Faculty Members
Seven
faculty
members
at Illinois State University
have been named to carry
out part or fulltime university-sponsored resear ch programs during the 1968 summer session.
Two have been assigned
fulltime research assignments
for the summer. They are
Helen Cavanagh, professor
of history, and Kwang Chul
Ha, associate professor of
mathematics.
Two others will r eceive halftime research appointments.
They are Stanley E . Grupp,
associate professor of sociology, and James E. House,
assistant professor of chemistry.
Three
faculty
members
will split one fulltime research
grant, each receiving one-third
released time from teaching
duties for research. They are
Ed Streeter, associate professor of education; Paul Dohrmann, associate professor of
health and physical education for men, and Miss Shirley
Edwards, instructor in English.

Miss Cavanagh will continue work she began three
years ago studying the papers
and diary of the late Carl Vrooman of Bloomington, an assistant secretary of agriculture in the Woodrow Wilson
administration
and
active
in Populist and Democratic
politics.
Mr. Grupp's project involves
a study of the association of
the use of marijuana and emergent drug use patterns.

Archeology Class
To Work at Havana
Illinois State University,
in conjunction with the Illi·
nois State Museum in Springfield, will offer an eight-week
course in archeology methods and theory this summer
at Dickson Mounds, an Indian
burial site near Havana. Martin E. McGuire, assistant professor of anthropology at !SU,
is making arrangements for
the course.
The course will be conducted by Dr. Emily Blasingham,
staff archeologist at the Illinois State Museum in Springfield. She will be aided by two
field assistants. Next fall she
will be teaching part time on
the !SU staff.
About20students, both graduate and undergra duate, are
expected to take part in the
course. They will spend the
eight-week period living at
Dickson Mounds, probably
in tents, Mr. McGuire said.
The students will do actual
excavation at the burial site,
work in field laboratories and
attend classes.

Wilkins Hall Chosen
Site for New Program
Illinois State University tion. Main features of the pro•
has announced that it will in- gram will be: (1) Having a
faculty
member
troduce a new approach to ·full-time
its educational program by and his family living in the
taking the professor and the hall, conducting classes, seminars and forums and otherclassroom to the students.
Beginning with the fall se- wise being available to stumester, the new Experimen- dents for consultation; (2) For
tal Learning Center in Wil- the first time using a uni verkins Hall, a residence for 420 sity recreation-lounge areamen students, will begin opera- Linkins Center-for university classes taught by various university faculty members including the residence
fellow, a nd (3) Cooperating
with hall residents in a fullscale effort to explore in a variety of forms relevant and pressing issues of current concern.
Paul J . Baker, assistant
resentative of the Dean of Stu- professor of sociology, will
be the "resident fellow" in
dents.
A group of nine students the hall. He, his wife and four
who will be juniors a nd sen- children will occupy the first
iors have been named as "Pre- floor apartment in the buildview" guides for the July pro- ing.
The original proposal, outgram. The nine, selected on
the basis of participation in lined by Dean of Faculties Rich·
campus activities, interest ard R. Bond when he first came
in campus affair s, and for to ISU two years ago, was draft·
achievement in scholarship, ed by a faculty committee
will work in groups of three, and later approved by the presiwith each trio taking every dency.
Coordinating the effort has
third group through the twobeen a committee headed
day orientation program.
The guides are: Jane Stock- by Theodore Sands, associment, Watseka; Jean Alum- ate dean of faculties for spebaugh, Monmouth; Pamela cial programs, along with
White, Sterling; Peggy La- Mr. Baker and Dallas Ba iley,
Fruit, Oak Park; Bonnie Shull, director of men's residence
Springfield; Jim L epkowski, halls. They will work with a
Arlington Heights; Joe Scar- Wilkins Hall student commitpino, Aurora; Tom Bowling, tee headed by Richard HigGalesburg, and Mike Fay, gins of Springfield and hall
McNabb.
director, Kenneth o. Marvin.

'Preview ISU' for Freshinen,
Parents, Scheduled in July
July will bring "Preview overnight hous ing in Wilkins,
!SU" to the campus, with 21 Haynie or Wright halls, three
days of the month scheduled m eals in Linkins Center, profor advisement, pre-enroll- gram headquarters, and · for
ment and orientation of en- other program expenses.
tering fr eshmen.
Students will be housed apart
Charles McBriarty, a mem- from parents in the three halls.
ber of the Student Services
After checking in, the first
staff, is preview director. He day starts out with academexpects more than two thirds ic matters, including meetof the 1968 freshman class ings With department heads
of some 3,000 students to take or representatives and the
part in the two-day sessions making of class schedules.
which ar e scheduled on MonOn the second day parents
day and Tuesday, July 1 and will be able to find out about
2, a nd from Sunday through · financial aids and housing
Thursday during July 7-31.
during a panel discussion of
Parents are welcome at campus life and activities.
"Preview" and will have plenty
At the sa me time each stuof opportunity to learn about dent will have a 45 minute
campus life in meetings with conference with an academupperclass student leade rs ic a dviser, go through pre-enand university officials.
rollment steps, and attend
The cost of "Preview" is small-group orientation meet$13.50 per person, including ings and hear a talk by a rep-

Martin E. McGuire, assistant professor of anthropology, checks
a student collection _of Indian artifacts. He has made arrangements for the summer workshop in archeology at the Dickson
Mounds site.

Dickson Mounds for many
years has been widely known
as the site of Indian burials.
Much of the archeological
work at the site was developed by Dr. John Dickson and
the Dickson family.
ISU's expansion-·in recent
years into a multi-purpose
university resulted in the establishment of a department
of sociology and anthropology, making possible the current expansion of archeological activity.
Mr. McGuire has been making surveys of the area immedi·
ately around Normal in hopes
of locating new sites of Indian
burials so these can be · developed by students during the
fall and winter semesters on
a regular class basis.

B_egin Search
For Head Of
Elementary
A
committee
consisting
of five faculty members has
been formed to select a new
department head for the Department of Elementry Education in the ISU College of
Education.
Helen Nance, present head,
has resigned that post effective Sept. 1, to return to full•
time teaching. George Drew
will become acting head of
the department.
Fred Kagy will serve as
chairman of the selection com•
mittee and Vice President
Richard E. Hulet will be a d·
ministrative
representative.
Selected by the department
faculty to serve on the committee were Mr. Drew, R onald Laymon, and Arnold Slan.

Coininend
Six Staff
Six members of the University Civil Service staff were
honored during the semiannual meeting May 27 in the
University Union ballroom.
Three of the honorees will
retire Sept. 1, while three retired earlier this year. All received certificates of commendation for their years
of service to the University.
Staff members whose retirement is now in effect are
W. P. Lawson, former superintendent of buildings and
grounds; Mrs. Margaret L awyer and Mrs. Effie Dill, both
members of the custodial staff.
Mrs. Rita Douglass, food
service administrator, Mrs.
L aurie H. Young, food service worker, and Willis O. Scott,
custodian, are those who a1 e
to retire Sept. 1.

Pa.&e 4
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Department of the Month

Men's Physical Education
Offers Prograins for All
The Department of Men's
Physical Education, Health
and Athletics includes a num·ber of programs and activities in which nearly every
male
student
participates
during the college year.
It provides a variety of activity courses to meet general education requirements·;
· major and minor curricula,
including laboratory experiences for professional students;
a resource program for elementary students; a graduate program in cooperation
with the Department of Health
and Physical Education for
Women; intercollegiate athletics, intramural sports; coeducational gymnastics club
activities and performances,
and informal recreation for
students and faculty.
In addition to these on-going programs, plans are being developed to propose additional physical education
options as minors in such areas
as athletic training, coaching and elementary physical
.education. A non-teaching
major in physical education
for those individuals interested in careers in YMCA,
Boys Clubs and other youth
agencies is also being planned.
Cooperative planning with
the Department of Health
and Physical Education for
Women has started on the
development
of
curricula
in the field of recreation.

Twenty-four men, including the head, Arley F. Gillett,
are currently on the staff, with
ten holding the Doctor's degree. In addition, seven other
men hold rank in the department, five on the University
High School staff, and two
at the Thomas Metcalf school.
All of these men are· specialists in some phase of physical education, or coaching,
.and several have held, or now
hold offices in state or national professional organizations.
Research, publications and.
involvement in professional
organizations are activities of
increasing importance to the
staff.
More research than ever
before is going on in Horton
Field House. At least 10 fulltime graduate students are
currently engaged in laboratory research or field research
for their theses. Robert Singer has completed three studies recently: (1) Balance as
Affected by Athletics, Height,
Weight, and Sex; (2) Within
and Between Group Personality Differences in Baseball
and Tennis Players; and (3) the
Effect of Spectators on the
Learning
and
Performing
of a Motor Skill.
Mr. Singer is also the author of a recently published
text by MacMillian Co. entitled Motor Learning and Human Performance, as well
as numerous articles in the
"Research Quarterly", "The

Physical Educator" and the
"Illinois State University Journal".
Buford H. Bass has published an article Beyond The Bastes
of Catching in the March, 1968
issue of the " Athletic Journal".
Wayne O. Truex is completing a teaching film on Free
Exercise for High School Gymnasts.
Professional activities include the election of Mr. Gillett as president of the Illinois
Association for Professional Preparation in Health, Physical Education and Recreation, the presentation of papers
by Mr. Singer at the National College Physical Education Association for Men meetings at Houston, Texas in January, 1968, and by Mr. Singer
and Mr. Gillett at the annual
American
Association
for
Health, Physical Education
and Recreation Convention
at St. Louis in March, 1968,
and the attendance of most
of the staff at one or more of
the State, District or National Health, Physical Education and Recreation Conventions.
Keith Fred also attended
the National Intramural Association annual convention
in Austin, Texas, in April, 1968.
Mr. Singer and Mr. Gillett
are also serving as Consultants in Physical Education
to Eureka College and McKendree College, respectively.
Department members a re
also much in demand as speakers for educational groups,
athletic banquets and professional organizations.
Intercollegiate Athletics
The intercollegiate athletic program includes 10 sports,
with varsity and freshman
teams in each sport, and from
an educational standpoint,
probably has the best qualified staff in the United States,
with eight of the 10 head coaches having the doctor's degree.

~.>

~

Civil Service staff functions in Horton include the work of secretaries (left to right) Vicky Thorne, Lois Komnick and Rachael
Dearth; business manager Marshall Miller Jr., (standing left),
and facilities coordinator Duane Hughes.

Illinois Sta te won the 196768 all-sport's award in the
Interstate conference, winning championships in basketball, baseball, tennis and
golf a nd tying for the football
title.

Three assistants work with department head Arley F. Gillett,
right, in directing the total program of physical education, varsity athletics and intramurals for men. From the left are Harold
Frye, faci lities supervisor; Eugene L. Hill, intram ural director,
and Milt Weisbecker, athletic director.
A revival of athletic fortunes
began in 1967 with the winning of a regional National
Collegiate Athletic Association <NCAA) basketball tournament and a fourth place
national finish. Coach Jim
Collie's men also won t he Interstate Conference crown
(12-0) in 1968, finished second
in regional NCAA competition, and ranked third in the
national coaches' poll. Guard
Jerry McGreal was named
to the Associated Press L ittle All-America team.
The 1967 wrestlers won the
IIAC title and finis hed fourth
in NCAA competition. T he
1967 golf team , coached by
Milt Weisbecker, captured
the IIAC crown for the first
time in 17 years and was sixth
in the national tourney. The
1968 team also brought home
the championship trophy.
The 1967 baseball team
also captured a regional NCAA
title and the 1968 diamondmen, under Coach B. H. (Duffy) Bass, are enjoying another
in a series of outstanding seasons against all competition.

The baseball R edbirds, 265 for the regular season, won

the IIAC title (8-1) for the second time in t hree years and
earned a third straight bid
to an NCAA college division
r egional tournament.
The 1967 football team, with
an 8-2 record, tied for t he IIAC
title dur ing L arry Bitcon's
third season as head coach.
Coach Roger Weller's track
and field squad won the team
title in the Illinois inter collegiate m eet held here in May.

t,

Intramural Sports
The intra mural program
provides activ ities of an organized nature for over 54%
of the male student body, and
reaches many more through
the m edium of free play a nd
co-recreational programs.

Robert Behnke (extreme right), varsity athletic
trainer, visits an advanced research class taught
by Robert Singer to participate in a discussiondemonstration of the use of laboratory research

equipment in the prevention of and care of
athletic injuries. The lab and research office
are located on the east balcony of the field
house.

New Facilities and Equipment
The baseball field has been
improved through the addition of team dugouts and an
enclosed press box. Additiona l fencing and fill in the center field area make it an attractive a nd functional facility.

The field house basketball
arena has been improved by
the addition of fold-up bas-

kets which add to the utility
of the facility a nd the safety
of the players.
During the past year, many
costly additions have been
made to the research laboratory. Our most recent acquisition is the P hysiograph, which
enables the simultaneous recording of pulse rate, blood
pressure,
and
respiration
movements from the same
subject.
E lectrocardiograms
may also be recorded, and
our telemetry equipment permits the monitoring of pulse
r ate of subjects 200 feet away
in activity. The oscilloscope
shows neural a ctivity, the
Flexometer mea sures body
flexibility, and the Bender
Multiple Angle Testing Unit
permits the isometric testing of str ength of the muscles
surrounding the various joints
of the body.
In the psychological area,
various motor apparatuses,
such as the stabiliometer,
pursuit, rotor, a nd reaction
time equipment have been
acquired. Timers, digita l in
nature, measuring to 1/ 100
of a second as well as a 1/ 1000
timer have also been obtained.

Fulbright Grant
Delays Arrival
Of Broshahans
A newly appointed member of the E nglish faculty at
Illinois State University wiu
not report for duty next Sept.
1 as planned because he has
just been awarded a Fulbright
gr ant to lecture in Kyoto, J a pan, during the coming year.
Dr. L eger Nicholas Broshahan, now teaching at the
University of Maryland, has
been appointed an associate
professor of English at ISU.
His wife, Irene, also has
been employed as a n assista nt professor of English at
ISU but will accompany her
husband to J apan for the year.
The two will report to ISU
Sept. 1, 1969.
Mr. Broshahan will lecture
and teach English as a foreign
language during 1969 at the
Kyoto seminar in American
Studies on the Fulbright grant
which is funded by the United
States government.
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ISU To Adinit All
Vietnain Veterans
Illinois State
University
has announced that it will admit for enrollment next .fall
any U.S. veteran of the Vietnam war possessing a high
school diploma, without regard to past achievement or
test scores.
Howard J. Ivens, director
of admissions and records,
said the variance in admis sion standards will apply to
any veteran who has served
during the Vietnam conflict,
regardless of where he was
stationed.
Admission of other students
at State are based upon high
school graduating class rank
or test score, or, in the case
of transfer students, on grade
point average at their previous
institution.
These requirements will
be waived for Vietnam veterans, Mr. I vens said, in recognition of the previous experience of ISU and other universities that veterans of World

Elfstrand Elected
By Law Group
Frances Elfstrand, assista nt professor of business law
at Illinois State University,
was r ecently elected secretary of the Chicago Regional of the American Business
Law Association.

Wayne, N.J.

His selection by the Board
of Trustees follows a search
emanating to last fall. More
than 90 candidates were screened by the nine member board
and three faculty members
on the selection committee.
Mr. Olsen succeeds as presi-

Robert Singer

Motor Learning Is Subject
Of First Text by Singer

"Motor Learning and Human Performance," was written by Robert N. Singer, coordinator of research for the
ISU Department of Physical
Education, Health a nd Athletics and part-time associa te director of the University
honors program.
It is his first complete textbook, although he has contributed many articles to professional journals.

dent Dr. Marion E . Shea, who
retired in 1966. Since that time,
James F or cina, dean of Trenton State College, has been
serving
as
administrative
head.
The ISU dean will assume
his new office July 1.
P a terson State has a daytime enrollment of 3,000 and
an evening enrollment of 3,500.
Mr. Olsen came to ISU last
fall from Kent State University, Kent, Ohio.

Nell

Franz,

Normal,

presi-

.

_____.___
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dent of the Mothers Association, who also presented her
with a framed certificate of
membership in the organization.
The mothers adopted a new
project, designated as "HOST"
for "Help Our Student Teachers." All mothers in the organization will be asked to serve
as community contacts with
ISU student teachers to assist them in finding convenient places to live at reasonable prices during their student teaching assignments.
New officers of the Mother's association were elected as follows: President, Mrs.
Robert Judd, Urbana; vice
president, Mrs. Donald Ingersoll, Maywood; secret ary,
Mrs. John Gallahue, Piper
City; and treasurer, Mrs. Ed
Komm, Normal.

Primarily designed as a
textbook for a college course
in motor learning, the 448 page
work may be utilized as a r eference for a methods course,
a foundations course, a principles course and for coaching courses.
Mr. Singer, a native of Brooklyn, N.Y., joined the Illinois
State staff in 1965, following
teaching at Ohio State University where he earned a
Ph. D. degree. He has a M.S.
degree from P enn State and
a B.S. degree from Brooklyn
College.

New to the schedule are
Akron University of Akron,
Ohio, and F er ris State College of Big R apids, Mich. Both
teams will be played away
from home in November. They
replace Mankato State and
Winona State from the 1967
schedule.
Four of ISU's firs t six games
will be played at Hancock Sta dium, climaxed by the Oct. 19
homecoming game with Western Illinois.
State's first five football
games will be played at night,
and the last five will be played
in the afternoon.
The Redbirds will open their
fourth season under Coach
Larry Bitcon on Sept. 14 at
the University of WisconsinMilwaukee. Successive home
games with Illinois Wesleya n
(Sept. 21) and Illinois-Chicago Circle (Sept. 28) a re followed
by an away contest with Central Missouri State (Oct. 5).

Mrs. Samuel Braden
The Mothers Association,
organized two years ago, now

has nearly 600 members. As
its projects during the past
year, it spent a pproximately $1,300 on contributions to
the Robert G. Bone fund, a
university wide project to
name outstanding students
each year and honoring the
immediate
past
president
of the university, and to provide book bags for the 11,000
ISU students at registration
periods in September and
February.

Then come two more home
games-Eastern Illinois (Oct.
12) and Western Illinois. Those
two games and the r oad contest with Central Michigan
(Oct. 26) provide the Interstate
Conference
opposition
for
the defending co-champion
Redbirds.
The closing three games
are at Akr on on Nov. 2, at Ferris State on Nov. 9, and at home
with Bradley on Nov. 16.
Illinois State posted an 82 record last season. It was
the Redbirds' winningest campaign in 60 years.
1968 Football Schedule

Sept. 14 At Wisconsin-Milwaukee <N>
Sept. 21 Illinois Wesleyan (N)
Sept. 28 Illinois-Chicago Circle
(N)

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

5 At Central Missouri
State (NJ
12,Eastern Illinois (N) •
19 Western Illinois •
(Homecoming)
26 At Central Michigan •
2 At Akron
9 At Ferris State
16 Bradley

• Interstate Conference games
(N) Night Game

Names in the News
Paul J. Baker, Stanley E. Grupp and Robert H .
Walsh presented papers at a spring meeting of the
Midwest Sociolog ical Society in Omaha, Neb. George
Barford spoke on the Illinois sesquicentennial at the

Mrs. Braden Named
'Mother of the Year'
Mrs. Samuel E. Braden,
wife of the president of ISU
was honor ed as the first "Mother of the Year" by the ISU Mothers Association at the annual
campus parent's weekend.
Mrs. Braden, the mother
of four children, was presented with a silver dish by Mrs.

Illnois State .vill have two
new opponents on a IO-game
football schedule announced
by Milt Weisbecker, director
of intercollegiate athletics.

Information on application
procedures is available by
contacting the Office of Admissions and Records, Illinois State University, Normal, Ill. 61761.

Olsen New President
At Paterson State
James Karge Olsen, dean
of the College of Arts and Sciences at Illinois State University since last September,
has been named as president
of Paterson State College in

Two New Opponents
On 1968 Grid Card

War II and the Korean conflict made "substantial success records in academic performance even . though they
did not meet traditional admissions records."

The first text explaining
the psychological factors of
motor learning in physical
education, written by an Illinois State University associate professor, has been published by the MacMillan Company.
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annual dinner-meeting of the McLean County Tuberculosis Association. Ronald J. Berchert recently
exhibited paintings and plaques at the Broadway
Gallery of Art in Normal's First National Bank. Douglas R. Bey has been reappointed chairman of the
Committee on Secondary School Lecture Program
of the Illinois Section of the Mathematical Association of America. Larry Bitcon was featured speaker
at the Boylan H igh School Football Clin ic in Rockford the last of April. Dr. Richard R. Bond has been
appointed by the Illinois Board of Higher Education
to serve on its task force concerned with the preparation of college and university teachers. Mrs.
Floyd Bonds was named chairman of Normal's Human
Relations Commission, succeeding Dr. Harold Born.
Dr. Richard Hulet is the newly named vice chairman
of the comm ission. Dr. R. Elizabeth Brown served on a
panel at Illinois Wesleyan University this spring concerned with a discussion of "Sex and Moral Values
for the 18-2 1 year-old." Dr. Walter H Brown recently
gave an illustrated lecture on native vegetation for a
meeting of the Lake Bloomington Association at
East Bay Camp. Roger K. Bunting was in San Francisco, Calif., this spring for a meeting of the American
Chemical Society.
Miss Helen M. Cavanagh spoke for a history seminar at ISU on the topic, " How Local is Local History."
Lawrence E. Connolly addressed members of the
Paxton High School chapter of the National Honor
Society in May on "The Obligation of Commitment."
The following faculty members par.ticipated in the
61st annual meeting of the Illinois State Academy of
Science at Southern Illinois Un1versity, Edwardsville, in late April: Lauren E. Brown, John R. Carlock,
Delano K. Cox, Robert C. Duty, D. Reed Jensen,
Martin E. McGuire, Allan R. McNeil!, J. Louis Martens,
Harold A. Moore, James E. Patterson. Jim N. Tone
and Jack A. Ward. George M. Drew spoke on " Reading
Instruction in the Content Area" for the April meeting
of the McLean County-l SU Reading Council. William
W. Easton served as a delegate to the 3 1st national
YWCA-Indian Guide Longhouse convention held in
Dallas, Texas. Mr. Easton is chief of the Bloomington-.
Normal YMCA Indian Guides Federation. Elwood
F. Egelston presented an illustrated lecture titled
"'A Traveler Studies Education in Other Countries,"
for members of the Redbird Chapter of the American Business Women's Association. Ray Eiben was
feature speaker for a workshop at Potomac High
School early last month. The session drew faculty
members from Rankin, Armstrong, East Lynn and
Potomac. James Hallam is listed in t he 11th edition
of "American Men of Science, " published by the
Jaques Cattrell Press of Tempe, Ariz. Gerald Hallworth was recently named director of placement
services for the Rocky Mo untain Social Science
Association. F. Louis Hoover, Mrs. Mary Packwood
and Thomas L. Ruud were program participants
during a meeting of art teachers from a five-county
area spohsored in April by the Illino is Midstate Educational Center. Mrs. Packwood serves as a consultant
fo r the IMEC art project and Mr. Ruud is IMEC art
director. Benjamin C. Hubbard has been appointed
educational consultant for the Urban Study Committee, a sub-group of the School Problems Commission. Miss Dolores J. lvanchich assisted by Perry
Hackett presented a lecture-recital at Centennial

Lecture Hall last month in a program entitled " An
American Looks at Yugoslavia."
Harry 0 . Jackson gave an illustrated lecture on
conservation for a meeting of Beta Iota Chapter of
Delta Kappa Gamma on the theme " Personal Values
as Related to the Commun ity." Joe W. Kraus in April
was honored at Culver-Stockton College in Canton,
Mo., for his work in library science. Mr. Kraus earned
his B.A. from the college in 1938. Mrs. Arthur Larsen,
founder of the ISU Newcomers Club and retiring
sponsor of the group, was honored at the club's spring
banquet. Olgert Pocs president-elect of the 1969
Council on Family Relations, was guest speaker for
the April meeting of the McLean County Chapter,
Parents Without Partners. Richard C. Reiter spoke at
Illinois Wesleyan University recently on " Fundamentals of Digital Computing From a Chem ist's Point
of View." Bernard L. Ryder participated in a round
table discussion of "The Roles of the Various Kinds of
Chemistry Courses," during a reg ional meeting of
the Illino is Association of Chemistry Teachers held
this spring at Eastern Illinois University. Kenneth
A. Shaw has been named to head the education
division of the 1968 United Community Services
campaign. Robert N. Singer ·was in Washington,
D. C. last month to participate in a perceptual-motor
symposium at the National Education Association
center. Earlier this spring, Mr. Singer was keynote
speaker at the southwestern district meeting of the
Illinois Association for Health, Physical Education
and Recreation on the Edwardsville campus of
Southern Illinois University. Irwin Spector lectured.
last month at Eureka College on 16th and 17th Century Music. C. Louis Steinburg inst ructed members
of the Faculty Women's Club on how to make picture frames during a special interest group meeting
of the club recently.
Frederick J. Tarr and Walter F. Bock exhibited
" Works on Paper" in the Centenn ial Building East
Gallery last month. Included in the show were recent
works done in pencil and acrylic by Mr. Tarr and pastels and lithographs by Mr. Bock. A Bock lit hograph
entitled "Sea Stone" was one of 82 works selected
for a graphics exhibit held in April at The Art Gallery
at Ohio University, Athens, Ohio. The selection was
made from 506 entries.
Donald Templeton is the newly elected president
of the No rmal Optimist Club. Jack A. Ward was in San
Francisco last month attending an International Symposium on An imal Behavior. Thomas D. Wilson d iscussed "The Status and Implications of Open Housing Laws at the Local, State and National Levels,"
during a spring conference on Freedom of Residence
held in St. Louis, Mo. James L. Wozniak is represented in an exhibit at Tyler Hall Gallery at the State University of New York, College of Oswego. The exhibit,
on view through June 3, is titled "The Artist Teacher
Today, U.S.A."

A number of faculty members have been serving
on North Central Evaluation teams this spring. Thes~
include: Lawrence E. Connolly , English consultant
for a visitation team to Columbia High School, Columbia; Kenneth E. James and Douglas R. Bey,
Maroa-Forsyth High School; Ray McKinty, Kaneland
High School, Maple Park, and Streator High School;
Clayton F. Thomas, Hubbard High School, Chicago.
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Dean Bond Outlines ISU Role
In Health Fields Education
Illinois
State
University
is both willing and anxious
to assume a prominent educational role in the health fields,
Richard R. Bond declared
at a hearing on education in
such fields in Springfield.
The ISU vice president and
dean of faculties was among
those testifying at the Board
of Higher Education hearing
on a report to the Board by
a study commission on health
fields education.

mental task force on our own
campus, after four months
of intensive . fact finding and
He cautioned that expan- study,
proposed
establishsion into basic medical edu- ment of an institute for education "on our campus and cation in the health fields at
other non-clinical campus- ISU. We would welcome the
es will require both staff and opportunity and support for
facilities commitments."
intensive planning of our whole
With regard to nursing, Dean effort."
With respect to Medinet,
Bond said that moderate expansion of staff and facilities Dean Bond said an informawould permit ISU's entry into tion exchange and storage
nursing fields, both at the bac- system for all types of health
calaureate
and more advanced education information will
Dean Bond said that with
levels.
"We
have assiduous- be an important resource to
regard to Illinois State's role
ly
avoided
competing
with development of downstate
in the implementation of the
medical strength. "We would
private
nursing
programs
proposed plan, six general
be glad to explore our role
near
us,"
he
explained,
"and
areas emerge, "with varyin this system as we plan conwould
like
to
continue
to
do
ing degrees of prominence."
struction of our new library
They are: (1) Basic medical ed- so, unless the needs of the area facilities."
are
not
being
met.
Illinois
State
ucation; (2) .Nursing; (3) Other
health-related fields; (4) Health University is prepared to asOccupations Education Cen- sume this responsibility, howter; (5) Preparation of teach- ever, but in so doing would
ers in health-related areas, like to explore the possibiland (6) "Medinet," an infor- ity of public-private cooperamation exchange and stor- tion in nursing."
Paul J . Baker was honored
age system for all types of Expansion to be Cautious
as Illinois State Universihealth education informaty's faculty member-of-theISU is prepared, he contin- year and All-American bastion.
In sum, Mr. Bond said, "we ued, to make a contribution ketball player Jerry McGreal
view the report to the Board through allied health profes- as
senior
m a n-of-the-year
of Higher Education as an sions, such as the technolo- by Omicron Delta Kappa.
imaginative approach to the gist, dietician, therapist, auMr. Baker, an assistant proproblems of health in this state. diologist, and health educa- fessor of sociology, was seIllinois State University would tor, expanding into them cau- lected for the honor in recogbe pleased to assume its share tiously in such a way as not nition of "the outstanding na of the responsibility of the to hamper its other p·r ograms. ture of his teaching and his
public universities in its im- "The role of this university contributions to the univerin such diversified fields as sity and community."
plementation."
medical dietetics, therapy,
He has been a member of
Prefacing
his
remarks, and other rehabilitative spe- the ISU faculty since 1965.
he stated that during the de- cialties and various techno- He and his wife and four chilliberations of the Higher Board logical programs remain to be dren will move from their home
advisory group for education explored. Our position would be into Wilkins Residence Hall
in health fields, and in the fi- to move from areas of strength next fall as Mr. Baker becomes
nal report, the representatives in order to minimize prolif- a resident fellow there for
of ISU have been impressed eration either of programs the new Experi~ental Learnwith the thoroughness of or courses and to maximize ing Center.
the study and find themselves the coordinate use of faciliMr. McGreal, son of Mr.
in substantial agreement with ties, staff and existing courses and Mrs. John McGreal of
the group in a number of key and programs."
621 E. Sangamon, Rantoul,
issues:
Illinois State views with is one of the greatest basketinterest and approval Mr. ball players in ISU history,
(1) The crisis of need of
Bond said, the proposal of the being named to the Associmore professionally train- report that there be establishated Press first team Little
ed health manpower at ed a health occupations edu- All American basketball team.
virtually all levels; (2) Es- cation center at ISU and that He ranks second in all-time
tablishment of a n Illinois it be adequately funded for three-year basketball scorHealth Education Coun- planning and development. ing at ISU with 1,542 points,
cil in a coordinative role "It is interesting that indewas · Interstate Conference
to continue to assess that pendently of, but virtually most valuable player for two
need and efficiently meet
coincident with the Campbell- consecutive years and team
it; (3) Expansion of exTucker study, a multi-depart- MVP for three straight years.
isting facilities and programs whenever possible instead of development of whole new systems; (4) Cooperation of
the public and private
sectors in the health fields;
(5) Emphasis upon flexibility and time-compression of educational programs in the health fields,
and (6) Geographic diffusion of health training
into regional centers to
facilita te
the
meeting
of local needs and r etention of health manpower both inside the state
and more evenly distributed through it.
tive programs with minimum
delays and duplications.

ODK Honors
Baker, McGreal

In detailing the role for ISU
in health fields, Mr. Bond said
the university is willing, through
its biological and behavioral sciences, in which it has
or will have doctoral programs,
to assume its role in the preclinical basic medical program. "While we would encourage maximum flexibility of training routes," he stated,
"we would suggest that in the
early stages,
coordination
involving a limited number
of institutions might be practical. We would welcome identification with specific clinical institutions, either public or private, to design effec-

Charles Hicklin

Institute For Gifted
Programs July 8-12
An institute to interest teachers in starting programs for
gifted children will be offered the week of July 8-12 at Illinois State University.
Made possible by a S2,314
grant from the Office of the
Superintendent of Public Instruction,
Springfield,
the
institute will give priority
of enrollment to teachers in
the local Unit 5 school district,
although elementary a nd high
school teachers from other
districts may apply.
Co-directors for the study
project are Dr. Charles R .

Hicklin, ISU profess or of education, and Richard C. Youngs,
assistant professor of education and supervising teacher of science in the Metcalf
School.
The institute will deal with
characteristics and means
of identification of gifted children.
Examples of methods and
materials for teaching the
gifted will be demonstrated ,
and much of the week will be
spent observing and working with a group of 20 gifted
sixth grade pupils.

Staff Research
Efforts Honored
Members of the faculty who
have
submitted
proposals
to federa l and other sponsoring agencies were honored
at a coffee hour and informal
discussion period sponsored
by the Office of Research Services and Grants in association with the University Development Office.
These offices are in the Information and Research Services area, administered by
J ames L. F isher, vice president and dean.
President Samuel E. Braden and Dean Richard R. Bond
paid tribute to these faculty

~
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College Bowl Committee Maps Events
Members of the Co llege Bowl committee at
Illinois State meet to coordinate competition
for selecting ISU's team which will appear on
the nationally televised College Bowl on Sept.
28. Candidates have been competing since
mid-May and competition will resume with the
start of summer school June 17. New candi-

Ric hard Youngs

dates may challenge at that time. Around t he
table clockwise, beginning at lower left, are
John Kirk, team coach, Robert Elsey, Evelyn
Feltner, William Linneman, Ira Cohen, Paul Wisdom, coordinator, Ted Sands, Sam Hutter, and
Irwin Spector.

members who have "provided
important leadership to the
University in its most successful year of applying for and
r eceiving external support
for r esearch and training programs."
Records in the Office of Research Services and Grants,
directed by Eric Baber , indicate that the following persons have submitted proposals for consideration by sponsoring agencies, or have par ticipated in a substantial way
to the development of proposals. They, together with other
ISU faculty member s who
have been especially interested in and supportive of research development endea vors will be invited guests.
Researc h Services a nd
Grants is an office within the
University F oundation, directed by David E . Sweet.
Proposal participants are:
Robert Anderson, Paul Baker,
George Barford, John Beasley,
J am es Bommarito, Herman
Brockman, Francis
Brown,
Leonard
Brubaker,
Clinton
Bunke, Roger Bunting, John
Carlock, Va!jean Cashen, Helen
Cavanagh, Rober t Chasson,
Robert Crist, William Daniel,
P aul Dohrmann.
Robert Duty, William Easton, Philip Edwards, Tom Edwards, Ray Eiben, Stan Escott,
Eugene Fitzpatr ick, J ohn Frehn,
Fred Fuess, Charles Gale, William Gnagey, Miriam Gray,
Ivo Greif, Stanley Grupp, James
Hallam, Clarence Hardiman,
Howard Harr ison, Douglas Hartley, John Heissler, Ruth Henline, Charles Hicklin, Alan Hickrod, Harry Huizinga , Mary Huser, Barbara Hutchison, Ted
Ichniowski, Jeannie James.
Kenneth Jesse, Frederick
Kagy, Ben Keeley, Francis Kenel, William Kennedy, John
Kirk, Kenneth Kistner, Fred
Kohlmeyer, Walter Kohn, William Legge, Kenneth Leicht,
Elmer Lemke, Leon Levine,
Cont'd on Page 7
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Inauguration of a President

President Samuel E. Braden, right, receives medallion
signifying office from Dr. Norris L Brookens, chairman of
Board of Regents, at inaugural ceremony.

Horton Field House served as site of the inauguration of Mr. Braden. More than 325
delegates of colleges, universities and learned organizations were present for the investiture of Illinois State's 10th president.

New Draft Policy
Affects Employment

Zeidenstein
Selected For
NFS Institute

Grant Received for
Regional Planning

R ecently enacted procedural changes in the draft
are cutting heavily into the
placement of college graduates in business and industrial positions, a placement
official at Illinois State University reports.

Harvey G. Zeidenstein, assistant professor of political
science at Illinois State University, has been selected to
attend a summer institute
on Mathema tical Applications in Political Science to
be held at Virginia Polytechnic Institute at Blacksburg,
Va.

A grant of $9,146 in federal funds has been awarded
through the Illinois Board
of Higher Education to Illinois State University to conduct a training program for
local governmental personnel in regional planning.
Announcement of the grant
came from Miss Alice Ebel,
head of the department of political science at ISU which
developed the program.
The grant was made under
Title I of the federal Higher
Education Act of 1965. ISU
will provide funds and facilities totaling $9,153 to match
the federal grant.
Assigned to direct the project is Joseph C. Honan, who
will join the ISU faculty in Sep-

Wilbur Venerable, associate director of placement at
Illinois State, said that at ISU
and other institutions around
the nation, a r eduction in recruiting of graduates by many
companies is being felt.
One large firm he cited has
canceled
recruiting
visits
here and to 21 other colleges.
A utility company that hired
nine ISU graduates a year
ago and planned to take more
this year has cut back a lmost
entirely in its hiring program.
The cancellation of some
government contracts has
caused part of the recruiting

reduction, Mr. Venerable explained, but the basic reason
is the change in draft procedures, with occupational deferments hit hard.
"Graduates from Illinois
State wishing to go into business positions are not experiencing difficulty in being hired,"
he added. "But there are not
nearly as many choices as
in the past."
At the same time, there is
a greater supply of and less
demand for persons entering the teaching field. "Many
seniors who would have gone
into graduate school have
changed their minds because
of the major curtailment in
graduate draft· deferments
and have entered the job market instead," Mr. Venerable
stated. Another factor has
been a decline in the number
of people leaving teaching
or moving to new positions.

Midland Involves YMCA,
Two Local Universities
The Midland project, a joint
Goals of Midland II, initicooperative effort of the Bloom- ated last year primarily on
ington-Normal YMCA, Illi- Bloomington's west side, are
nois State and Illinois Wes- to focus on specific problems
leyan universities, and local in that same general area,
business
firms,
centering influencing the community
on the community's socio-eco- " to act in its own self-internomic problems, will be con- est and stimulating a sense
ducted again this summer of awareness in the existing
for the second straight year.
situation."
In additio~, Midland II is
also intended to concentrate
Cont'd from Page 6
on the east side of BloomingAnthony Liberta, Elden Lichty,
David Livers, Hattie Lundgren, ~on with a coordinated effort
to acquaint residents of that
Marvin Luther.
George McCoy, Edward Mock- area with the socio-economford, Robert Moore, Harold ic problems that do exist in
Moore, Charles Morris, Rich- Bloomington-Normal.
ard Nelli, James P atterson,
Fifteen participants,
all
Ben Paxton, George Petros- college students, will be insian, Douglas Poe, William Prig- volved in the program for a
ge, Warren Quensel, Taimi Ranta, 10-week period from June
Richard Reiter, Kenneth Retzer, Robert Roussey, Moham- 19 to Aug. 23. Five will be commed Sayeed, Mary Serra, Ken- munity interns, devoting full
neth Shaw, Robert Singer, Ralph time to working on Bloomington's west side.
·smith, George Soderburg.
Irwin Spector, Joe TalkingCollege students interestton, Glenn Taylor, Jim Tone, ed in serving as interns may
Walter Vernon, Morton Wai- contact James Rhodes at the
mon, Jack Ward, Edwin Willis, Tom Wilson, Stanley Wold, YMCA, Robert Elsey at IlliDonna Jo Workman, Richard nois State University or Jerry
C. Youngs and Harvey Zeiden- Jensen at Illinois Wesleyan
University.
stein ..

Research

Births,
Marriages,
Deaths
Births to announce include:
sons to Mr. and Mrs. Philip James,
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Schlatweiler and Mr. and Mrs. Harold I. Stiles. The James' baby
is a grandson of Mrs. Dorothy
White Clark of the ISU Speech
Department.
Linda Brucker and Roger
R. Staubus were married in
the Colfax Methodist Church
April 27. The former Miss Brucker was employed in the Admissions and Records office. Mr.
Staubus is an internal auditor
at ISU. They live at 1417 Towanda.
Jeanne Feit and Richard
Ummel were married April
20 in Chenoa. The former Miss
Feit is a secretary in the office
of Admissions and Records.
She and her husband live in
rural Anchor where Mr. Ummel is engaged in farming.
Veronica J. Mink and Bruce
J. Bauer were married in Park
Methodist Church in Bloomington April 27. He is maintenance employe at ISU. They
live at 1306 W. Taylor, Bloomington.
Dr. Leo Yedor, a resident
of Skokie since resigning from
his faculty position at ISU in
1960, died April 21 at the age
of 51. He is survived by his wife,
Myrtle, and three sons, Mark,
Jack and Loren.
Other deaths to report include: E. E. Collie, the father
of James E. Collie; Fred Kempel, father of Mrs. Jean Grever; Mrs. Marie L. Hedstrom,
mother of Alvin A. Hedstrom;
and A. Homer Tobiassen, father of Mrs. Aileen Marty.

Bewsey
Compiles
Thesis Index
A 200-page index of theses
and dissertations written by
Illinois State University graduate students has been issued
by the university's Milner
Library.
Joe W. Kraus, director of
libraries, said the index was
prepared by Miss Julia Bewsey, assistant librarian and
assistant professor in library
science. It has been duplicated
in a limited number of copies which will be located in
various parts of Milner Library for reference use.
ISU began granting graduate degrees in 1945 and since
then 1,514 theses have been
filed in the library by graduate students toward their master's degrees. The first doctor of philosophy and doctor
of education degrees were
granted in 1965 and since then
20 doctoral dissertations have
been filed in the library.
Until now a ll of these have
been catalogued in the library
in the same way as any other
book. But beyond this, no actual index had been created
to assist other students or interested persons in finding
theses written about specific
facts and ideas.

tember as associate professor of political science to teach
courses in public administration and urban government
and politics. Presently he is
director of public administration programs at Sacramento, Calif., State College.
The project is designed to
show community leaders the
need for community planning
and its function. It will cover the Bloomington-Normal
standard metro-politan statistical area which includes
all of McLean County. In the
area there are 31 townships,
21 municipalities, 14 school
districts, and a number of other
special districts such as a sanitary district and an airport
authority. Total population
is under 100,000.
In the initial stages of the
project, during the coming
summer and fall, those in charge
will work with individuals
and small groups in the local
communities-mayors, council members, township officials and other leaders.
Among the problems of regional planning which might
be considered are transportation, recreation, use of water
resources, location of public buildings, and land use
of a ll kinds.
Mr. Honan has a doctor of
philosophy degree in political science and a master of
arts in journalism from the
University of Missouri. He
is legally trained and is a member of the North Dakota Bar
Association.
John Quinn, assistant professor of community planning
in the department of agricultural economics at the University of Illinois, will be employed as a consultant in the
project.
Other ISU personnel will
be c alled upon to serve in the
project. Members of the Bloomington city planning staff and
other outside experts will be
brought in as needed to help
develop and to evaluate the
project.
The program will be conducted under the division of
university extension and field
services at ISU, directed by
Francis R. Brown.
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Robert Moore

University Announces Plan
To Recruit-Disadvantaged

Lessie Carlton

Two Faculty Publish
Textbook on Reading
Two Illinois State University professors of education
are the authors of a book on
reading which has just been
published by the Charles E .
Merrill company.
They are Robert H. Moore
and Miss Lessie Carlton. Miss
Carlton is also director of the
University Reading Study
Center.
Titled "Reading, Self-Directive Dramatization and
Self-Concept," the new text
suggests the use of story dramatizations which are planned
and directed by pupils as a
means of helping them to develop a more favorable concept of themselves and to improve in r eading.
The authors present results
of research from over a period of eight years which show
remarkable improvement in
reading achievement and in
self concept by the _p upils who
participated in the dramatizations.
Children of varying ages
and abilities, as well as from
different social and econom-

ic backgrounds, were studied and the method was found
to be equally effective with
all children.
Included in the book is a
listing of a large number of
individual stories, books and
series of books which are recommended for use in this method of dramatization.
The authors advocate the
use of this approach to the
teaching of reading as a means
of not only improving reading skills of children but of
contributing to their total personal, social and educational development.

Livers Discusses
'Dropout' Problem
David L. Livers, associate
professor of education, addressed the national Governor's Conference Youth Wednesday in Chicago in May.
His topic was "The School
Dropout Problem." Mr. Livers
is on the staff of the Counselor Education Center of the
Department of E-ducation,

A program to recruit disadvantaged
students
who
have the potential to achieve
in college has been announced
by Illinois S.tate University.
The university will recruit
a number of students from
poverty areas limited only
by the availability of funds.
The program is a step in a longrange plan to significantly
increase the number of disadvantaged
students
who
attend the university.
Richard R. Bond, vice president and dean of faculties,
and Howard J. Ivens, director of admissions, in making
the joint announcement, said
financial
a nd
scholarship
aid will be made available
to potential students who otherwise could not afford to go
to the university.
Once the students are on
the campus, special counseling and tutorial services will
be also offered, in an effort
to facilitate their adjustment
to the university setting, Dean
Bond said.
Illinois State is undertaking the program, he explained, because "of an obvious
need to enter the poor areas
of our cities and to make college educations possible for
students with good minds,
but poor resources."
The effort will begin immediately, the dean stated. Repl."esentatives of Illinois State
University will go into impoverished areas to locate students who have the ability
to succeed in college. University personnel will talk with
school administrators, teachers and social workers in such
areas in an .attempt to identify these students.
Members of the present
student body at ISU who are
from those areas, will also
help in the identification and
recruitment process.
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Civil Service

Illinois State · University's of business administration;
second annual Renaissa nce Richard R. Bond, professor
College, scheduled . for Sun- of zoology, and James L . Fishday, July 28, to Saturday, Aug. er, associate professor of psy3, wlll focus on the general chology.
subject of, "The Examined
A total of 16 to 24 persons
Life-Past Values and Presare expected to take part in
ent Realities."
the college. Persons interestRenaissance College, in- ed in further information may
a ugurated last summer at contact Mr. Brown in Hovey
Illinois State, is open to any- Hall at ISU.
one, but is aimed primarily
at men a nd women who have
Mr. Brown said that the colbeen out of school for sever- lege,inlooking at the "examined
al years, who have some in- life," will include as one of
terest in community activi- its assumptions a quotation
ties, are in business or the pro- by Plato that "the unexamined
fessions, and who can be ex- life is not worth living."
pected to assume increasing
r esponsibilities in the years
ahead.
Participants
will
reside
in a ir conditioned Hewett Hall
at ISU, with informal study
and discussion sessions to
be held in the 18th floor meeting room of the hall.
Francis Brown, director
of extension and field services, is director of the college
this year. Faculty members
will be Francis B. Belshe, professor of philosophy; Benjamin Keeley, professor of sociology; Miss Frances Elfstrand, assistant professor

Kagy Named
Man of Year

In /ATE
Frederick D. Kagy, associate professor of industrial
technology, has been named
Man of the Year by the American Council on Industrial Arts
Teacher Education. The national organization is a division of the American Industrial Arts Association and
the National Education Association.

6 Metcalf Class Dav Assembly, "The Thurber Carnival ,"
2:15 p.m., Hayden
University High School Class N ight, 8 p.m., Capen
7 Alumni " Half Century Luncheon," 12 noon, University
Union
Alumni Reception, 3:30 p.m. , Second Floor Un ion
8 ISU Commencement, 9:45 a.m., Horton Field House
Alumni Reunion Luncheon, 12:45 p.m., Union Ballroom
Alumni Association Business Meeting, 1 :30 p.m., Union
10 Last Day to Apply for Summer Session Admission
10-14 Public Librarians Workshop, Milner
17 Registration for Eight-Week Summer Session
18 Classes Begin
21 Summer Entertainment, Lucas Hoving Dance Concert,
8:15 p.m., Stroud
27 ISU Newcomers Club Family Picnic, Ash Park

Julv
4 Independence Day Holiday

Suggestions for improvement or comments (you may use extra sheet)----

□

Renais-s ance College
Set to Start July 28

June

This year, The Register changed its format from magazine to newspaper, with
the intent of expanding campus coverage and increasing flexibility. Now, after
you have had a chance to study the results, we would like to have your opinions
on The Register and any suggestions you might have for improvement. Please
clip the following questionnaire and return to News and Publications Service,
Illinois State University, Normal, Ill. 61761 .

Faculty

is to be sought from the federal government, will be sufficient to enable a limited number of students to come to ISU,
regardless of their financial
conditions. In addition to such
aid, work-study programs,
which enable the student to
earn money at a job while going to school, will also be utilized.

Summer Calendar

Register Evaluation

Check One. You are:

When a prospective student
cannot meet the University's
specified academic entrance
standards, but it is believed
he has the potential, interest,
and motivation to succeed,
the ordinary admission requirements will be waived,
Mr. I vens said.
Scholarships and other financial aid, some of which

D

Parent

D

9
11-13
16-18
16
17
22-26
25
28
29-31

Concert, University String Quartet, 8: 15 p.m., Stroud
University Theater, " Make Her Wilderness Like Eden"
Education Conference and Exhibit
Entertainment Series, "The Sunshine Company, 8:15
p.m., Union Ballroom
Summer Band Concert, 8:15 p.m., Union Ballroom
School Business Officials Workshop, Stroud
ISU Newcomers Club Social Evening
Entertainment Series, William Biedler, Folk Singer, 8 :15
p.m., Stroud
Opening of Second Annual Renaissance College
University Theater, " Dark of the Moon," Westhoff

August
1-3 University Theater, " Dark of the Moon," Westhoff
3 Close of Renaissance College
8-9 Final Exams for Eight Week Session
9 Eight Week Session Closes
12 Post Session Opens
19-23 Vocational Business Teachers State Conference
22-25 National Gem and Mineral Exposition, Horton Field House
25-29 Midwestern Association of College and University Residence Halls Conference
30 Close of Post Session

